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DISILLUSIONED WITH HIS childhood faith, Jon longs to restore that sense of belonging to something
greater than himself. Enter Jeremiah, magnetic and mysterious founder of the Brotherhood of the Hebetheus.
In Jon, Jeremiah finds a willing disciple for his “new” religion, and an eager participant in the Brotherhood’s
daring plan: they will kidnap a classmate who Jeremiah believes is part of a terrorist cell. By foiling her plot
to blow up their school, the boys of the Hebetheus will command the world’s attention, show a righteous
religion as the only real tool to thwart terrorism, and become avenging heroes.
But fate and faith have a twist in store for Jon as the captive girl they call Snake causes him to confront the
reflection of what he's become in her eyes. Will the appeal of a blind faith be enough to sustain Jon’s
allegiance? Or will he be unable to deny the viper glimpsed within himself?

From the Hardcover edition.
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From reader reviews:

Louise Lewis:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite publication and reading a e-book. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem;
you can add your knowledge by the guide entitled The Viper Within. Try to face the book The Viper Within
as your friend. It means that it can for being your friend when you feel alone and beside associated with
course make you smarter than in the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned to suit your needs. The book makes you
more confidence because you can know anything by the book. So , let's make new experience and also
knowledge with this book.

Ronald Smith:

In this 21st century, people become competitive in each way. By being competitive currently, people have do
something to make all of them survives, being in the middle of the actual crowded place and notice by means
of surrounding. One thing that often many people have underestimated the item for a while is reading. That's
why, by reading a publication your ability to survive enhance then having chance to endure than other is
high. For you personally who want to start reading a book, we give you this The Viper Within book as nice
and daily reading reserve. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Evelyn Rogers:

Reading a reserve can be one of a lot of task that everyone in the world loves. Do you like reading book so.
There are a lot of reasons why people enjoyed. First reading a e-book will give you a lot of new data. When
you read a e-book you will get new information mainly because book is one of numerous ways to share the
information or their idea. Second, looking at a book will make a person more imaginative. When you looking
at a book especially fictional works book the author will bring you to imagine the story how the figures do it
anything. Third, you can share your knowledge to other folks. When you read this The Viper Within, you
can tells your family, friends and soon about yours book. Your knowledge can inspire different ones, make
them reading a reserve.

Vivian Regan:

Often the book The Viper Within has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you read this book you can get a lot
of benefit. The book was published by the very famous author. This articles author makes some research
before write this book. That book very easy to read you can find the point easily after reading this book.
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